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“A fresh take on a tired genre of software. 
WorkUp goes beyond being functional — it brings 

fun and joy back into learning management.”   

— Cara Chan Google 

Hi there! 

WorkUp was developed by educators, for 
educators, to assist you in your teaching.  

Coming from a shared background, we 
understand the needs and demands that teachers 
have. 

We are confident using WorkUp can make your 
professional life easier. 

WorkUp Academy



 

Spend less time managing and more time 
teaching 

Full software solution for all teaching needs 

Export detailed class data for records or 
auditing purposes 

Fully compliant with ISO 27001 and GDPR 
security and data-protection regulations 

Flexible individual & institution licensing fees 



Feature list 

Workup is packed with innovate features, to 
transform your online teaching experience. 

License WorkUp

Attendance

Office hours

Assignments 

Library

Efficient email

Grammar check

Mobile apps



Assignments & 
peer-review 

WorkUp makes it easy to create 
and track assignments for 
multiple classes



The student home page allows for quick 
access to vital information  

An intuitive and encouraging interface for 
students and their tasks  

Multiple customisable progress-circles, 
allowing students to visually track their 
progress through the term 



Intuitively view the status of 
assignments 

Easily distribute assignments to 
multiple classes



Peer 
review is an incredibly beneficial form of 
feedback, but is often rarely implemented 

due to the administrative hurdles of distributing 
hundreds of essays to students. 

With WorkUp, this whole process is automated, 
randomised and anonymised. 



Unique feedback forms for each assignment 

Complete customisability 

As the students get more comfortable with the 
peer review process, edit the form to allow the 
students more freedom with the structure of 
their peer review 



Collaborations 

Using Collaborations, students can easily work 
on the same document in real time 

Avoid the need to use cumbersome third-party 
tools 

Easily make groups and share collaborated 
work 



Attendance 

WorkUp makes taking and 
tracking attendance fun and 
intuitive



 

If students 
miss a class, 
they can upload 
a 

Students can scan a QR code 
with their phones and 
automatically register for the 
class 

Unique class codes and 
security checks to prevent 
any misuse of the system



Office hours 

Easily schedule office hours with 
students



Stay in control of your schedule with a flexible 
calendar view 

Conveniently allow multiple scheduling options 
which can be chosen by the teacher or student. 

Upload reports after the appointment, with 
downloadable reading links and a PDF view.



Library 

Easily accessible files, 24/7



Easily distribute files to multiple classes with 
the Library function 

Track downloads to check if your document is 
being viewed



Grammar check 

A constantly accessible 
grammar check



 

Students can check their work at any time 

Provide a vital feedback mechanism for 
students to autonomously improve their 
grammar, spelling and punctuation 



Efficient email 

Easily send beautiful emails



Bulk email entire classes 

View read receipts to track email receipt



Optimised for 
mobile 

iOS and Android web-apps 

Full functionality available on-
the-go



 

 





License WorkUp for your institution 

Unlock powerful tools 
to assist you 

Monthly and yearly individual subscriptions 
for up to 500 students 

Institution licences for up to 50000 students 

Complete teacher training package provided 
with training videos and access to the 
knowledge-base



We provide full technical documentation on 
embedding sites and can provide advice to your 
IT team if necessary.  

The site is hosted by us, but runs under your 
URL. We can take care of all the setup. 

As part of the setup, we make any adjustments 
to the layout to ensure that everything looks 
correct within your house style. 

We can provide a domain name, chosen by you 
(e.g. www.school-portal.com) and a domain 
email address (e.g. hello@school-portal.com). 

In our standard contract we guarantee 99.5% 
uptime of the website, and all security, privacy, 
and maintenance updates to the database or 
front pages. 



“A fresh take on a tired genre of software. 
WorkUp goes beyond being functional — it brings 

fun and joy back into learning management.”   

— Cara Chan Google 

“WorkUp allowed me to give feedback to students 
with great efficiency and saved me a lot of time.”  

— Xu Lanzhi Renmin University, China 

“Workup provides a great range of functions 
while still remaining user-friendly. It takes the 
tedium out of class management and opens up 

new possibilities.”  

— Ranald Macdonald Renmin University, China 
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